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he 1987 Hobie 18 World Championship held in Toronto,
Canada will be remembered for
the beautiful warm weather, the
surprisingly cold lake, the variable and
somewhat shifty winds, and Brett Dryland's dream day.
As the teams from around the world
began to trickle in they were greeted with
open arms by the boat assembly crew,
handed tools and told to start assembling
boats. Some, like Jack and Jackie Hill of
California, put together enough boats to
be awarded staff T-shirts for their efforts. A
frantic Friday afternoon, most boats got
assembled and ready to go.
When Mi les Wood welcomed everyone
to the regatta he handed out all of his
Canada-as-the-Great-White-North jokes,
like "When do Canadian sailors stop sailing? When the water's too hard!"
In fact, it was interesting to watch the
reactions of competitors from the more
tropical locations when they dipped their
feet into the lake for the first time. With an
air temperature of 85 degrees, a lake
temperature of 50 degrees was a surprise. It was also fun explaining to the
Australians that you could have walked
from the beach to the breakwater across
the ice just five short months ago.
Th is championship was a bit different
from previous major Hobie championships in that it was not held at a major
beach front resort hotel. Instead, the
beach was a public park adjacent to the
Boulevard Club, one of Toronto's major
yacht clubs. The contestants were bil leted
with local families or stayed in hotel or
student dormitories in downtown Toronto.
Soon, Australians were learn ing the intricacies of Toronto's transit and ta xi system
all the while speaking that strange language of theirs.
The organizing of the Hobie 18 World
Championship was composed of local
sailors, most of whom have never made
the cut at a major event (Paul Marner
being the exception) . Because of this, the
entire program was designed to maximize
the sailing and partying for the on-site
qualifiers and those wh o missed the cut.
The schedule called for three days of the
championship round robin and two days
of fi nals. Now, if we cou ld only get the
weather to cooperate.
The qualifying series was a huge success. Saturday dawned bright and sunny
and the eager skippers ran around getting the boats ready for the first race.
Eventually, Miles Wood, the race committee chairman and director of the Hobie
World Class Association, decided there
was enough wind. Beach captain Paul
Ul ibarri and cohort Kym Kymlicka called
the boats off the beach.
The first group of quali fiers proceeded
out through the maze of anchored monohulls, through th e relatively small gaps in
the seawall and to the starting area. The
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course was set and the starting line laid.
Stu MacDonald, the local Hobie dealer
who was responsible for so many things
at the event , decided to check the line. As
he sailed up to the line and sheeted in, the
swivel at the top of the mast parted ever
so gracefully and his mast fell down. It
was a good thing it happened to such an
easy going guy It coul d have driven an
uptight racer mad. After attempting a start
in dying, shifty wind, Wood gave up and
the boats returned to the beach. A day of
watching and waiting ensued.
Saturday night a welcome and
qualifier's party was held at the Boulevard
Club. This party, like all others, started
with a Captain Morgan's rum punch drink
or drown contest and then proceeded to
an excellent dinner. Just as everyone was
relaxing and winding down after a hard
day of relaxing and winding down, the
music came on. All that pent up energy
became obvious and soon the dance
floor was covered with dancing fools.
Sunday and Monday of the qualifying
round brought what Wood called the
"Toronto Nurse," not to be confused with
the Freemantle Doctor. Toronto's nurse
turned out to be a fickle lady indeed.
These excellent winds al lowed Wood to
run four races each afternoon as the
thermal kicked in.
Following a second day of hard racing
in the qualifying series, the party moved
to Pat and Mario's, a downtown bar, for the
opening party Again, rum punch was
provided, the lubricant that got tongues
wagging about the exploits on the race
course. It was at this point that some of
the famous Aussie desire to live it up
came to the fore. It was particularly gratify ing to assist Clive Kennedy in guarding
the punch bowl and serving up the punch
(one for the line, one for me). Wood
moved to the head of the dance floor and
started to slowly announce the qualifiers.
On Tuesday, the first day of the round
robin, the same kind of weather pattern
appeared : hot, sunny and still in the
morning with the thermal kicking in in the
afternoon. Four races were held with Jeff
Alter w inning a pair, Al len Egusa winning
one and Dutch sailor Alw in van Daelan
winning one. With the nice wind and the
hard, concrete shores of Toronto, Humber
Bay was at its washing machine best.
Waves coming from all directions made
downwind sailing a wet and bumpy ride.
After four hard races, a large and filling
lunch on the front lawn of the Bou levard
Club, and Molson's Beer, most people
decided to retire early
Wed nesday also started hot, sunny and
still , and we expected the thermal in the
afternoon. But th is day it was not to be.
The first race was run in light, shifty winds.
As the fleet approached the final round ing
of C mark on a Course 3, bad things
started to happen. First, Hobie Alter, Jr.
and Brett Dryland rounded and carried

on to the finish. The rest of the fleet
noticed a substantial lightening of the
wind and a huge mass develo ped at C.
Two or three more boats got around
clean ly and got to sit in the hole and
watch thirty other boats bob at C. The
boats gradually drifted around while the
skippers and crews conversed in hushed
tones as to where the next puff would
come from, right or left. Finally, a small
puff appeared from the right and the fleet
proceeded in lock step to the finish. Alan
Egusa , who had chosen the left side, was
immortal ized. He had managed to finish
first and last in succession, thus fulfilling
the biblical prophecy [For more about
Eg usa's troubles see "The Hole That
Wouldn't Go Away.")
With the wind back up to a respectable
three or four knots, the next race was
started. Right from the start, Paul
Ridgeway of Australia played the left side
of the course. Again, it was a Course 3
and Ridgeway built up a good lead on the
first AC leg. At the C mark rounding,
Rid geway again carried on out to the
corner on port tack. It took nerve to
ignore the challenge of Jeff Alter and not
to tack onto starboard to cover. By the
next A mark, Paul's lead was substantial
and at B it appeared to be in the seven-toeight minute range. As he carried on
toward C, the wind began to die, shift and
then fill in from behind and die again.
Once again, the entire fleet clustered at C.
Eventually, Bob Seaman broke out and
slowly squeezed a win. Because there
was also a long, perSistent 90-degree
shift as the fleet left C mark for the finish
getting away from the mark early left
sailors on a lift that cou ldn't get them to
the line. Those who left a bit later rode the
lift to the line. Ridgeway salvaged a tenth
place.
On Wednesday night, the crowd was
treated to a slide show describing one of
the world's greatest sailing adventures.
Jeff Mcinnis of Toronto is attempting to
become the first to cross the Northwest
Passage across the top of North America
entirely by sail. [More about Mcinnis' trip
will appear in a later issue of HOTLINE)
Jeff's slides were greeted with awe and
respect for his courage and concern for
his sanity. The most enthusiastic view
belonged to Norris Palmer of Texas. The
only place Norris ever sees ice is when it's
floating in his drinks, but boy did Jeff's
slides capture his imagination. Norris kept
repeating, "You could die doing that ,"
while Jeff just smiled.
Thursday again brought hot and sunny
skies and light winds. However, a number
of sailors and spectators had discovered
a new sport: Team Europe leering. It
seems certain members of Team Europe
preferred the comfort of sailing naked
under their wetsuits. Being from the more
liberal areas of Europe, changing on the
beach seemed quite natural. So, Paul

Ulibarri would yell, "Off the beach l " and
second world Hobie 18 title. The crowd on
while the top three received Captain Moreverybody would run to watch Team
the beach watched the leaders sail to A
gan's trophies. The new Hobie 18
Europe dress, then run back to their boats mark. Familiar faces like Tucker, Laruffa,
perpetual trophy went to Dryland.
and go out to sail. Team Europe also had
Hobie Jr. and Luxton were all there. DryA vote of thanks is owed to all of the
their choice of a dozen chase boats
land wasn't. Finally, he rounded way back
sponsors whose contributions made this
whenever they needed a tow.
in 26th place, the result of a dismal start.
event possible, to all the helpers who
After racing, everyone adjourned to Pat
On the next downwind leg, a few boats
made the event run smoothly, to the orgaand Mario's for some more rum during the
were passed and then, around C mark, a
nizing committee for leaving no stone
traditional cut party. After a massive, all
small wind shift put Tucker firmly in front
unturned in their efforts to make this a
you can eat feast, the cut was
and moved Dryland past most of the fleet
great championship, to spouses and famiannounced. The top five were all Ameriand into sixth. He eventually finished fifth
lies who tolerated the absence of loved
cans led by Jeff Alter, Bob Seaman and
and clinched yet another Hobie title.
ones who worked on the organizing team
Carlton Tucker, followed by four AusTucker finished second overall, followed
and to all the competitors. Your smiles and
tralians with van Daelan breaking the
by Mark Laruffa and Gavin Luxton. Hobie
warm handshakes told us that we had
American/Australian hold on the top ten.
Alter, Jr. rounded out the top five. [For
done the job well. Thanks.
As each team was announced, Wood
complete results, see "Hobie Racing."]
saluted them with a shot of peppermint
Remarkable sailing by Dryland and
schnapps. At boat 30, he was in trouble
Laruffa lead to major place improvements
and by 35, he was escorted out the door
while Tucker's consistency allowed him to
Editor 's Note: David Hopper is the comto the 100 by John "Mad Dog" Barnett.
hold onto fifth. Inconsistency cost the
modore of the Toronto Catamaran Club,
Meanwhile, everybody else drank and
early leaders dearly.
the host fleet for the championship. He is
danced into the evening.
After Dryland's sailing exhibition, the
also an active racer who was the Division
Luckily for Wood, there was no wind
awards ceremony was anitclimactic.
16 points champion in Hobie 18s in 1986.
Friday morning. Wood, you see, was still
Another excellent dinner and still more
Hopper was a member of Team Canada
rum punch was served and solid dancing
down for the count. In fine Hobie tradition,
for the Hobie 18 World Championship In
topped off the evening. The 25 top
alternate sports were arranged, the first
real life he is an environmental engineer
being the paddle boat race. Team USA
finishers received beautiful photo posters
specializing in turbulent atmospheric flow
women and Team Florida won the best
looking contest (depending on your sexual preference), but team Florida
prevailed in the race, thus proving that
beauty and brawn can go together. A tug
of war followed. Teams were composed of
six women and two men or twelve
women. Team Femme tore through the
competition, including the macho Team
Australia. They faced Team 10 in the finals
which was headed by Carl Roberts who
weighed in at 220 pounds and stood over
six feet tall. At the head of the other line
was Meagan Marner at five feet four and
115 pounds. The look of disbelief on
Robert's face as he was dragged huffing
through the sand was worth the entry fee.
Saturday was cooler and windier. Since
Friday saw no racing at all, Wood, now
Therace started much like allthe olhers
fully recovered, promised an early start.
looked good, we sailed a little and tacked
"Off the beach" was called at nine. Wood
back. We were looking good with the rest
had. It was a Course3 and we were not
of the fleet only. .. 50 yards away! The wind
wasn't kidding. The first race was a long
winning but among .the paCk. Our other
changed again downwind so we did, too,
Course 3 . Right from the start Brett Dryfinishes had been .a first: a second and an
readjusting the boat, daggerboards, outland broke into the lead with fellow
eighth. Anyway, we were going to C mark
. haul,downhaul, mast rotation, rudders and
Aussies Mark Laruffa and Gavin Luxton
when sailing as weknewit, stopped. We
traveler cars. As if to test our patience, we .
on his heels. Then, in Race 2, another
sawaflagon the beaCh sti9king-straight
were now going to weather, but on the
Course 3, Dryland again dominated folQUt. NaturallY,beingon aJake, any wind off
the shore usually hords; right?
wrong tack! Reset and go. Believe me, I'm
lowed by Egusa and Laruffa.
not making this up! The wind shifted again.
On the way out to the third race,
As we approached C, two .boats . .
The wind indicator did an entire revolution.
escaped the fleet and went on toWard the
Ridgeway solved one of the great mysfinish. The remaining 34 boats stayed put
We were on port when it looked like it
teries of the sailing world. The Australians
like they were tied together.. OLirbciat was
would hold. Oops, itturned into a rea.ch, so
had bragged all week about their prow50 yards from C. Or, in technical terms, we
ess in heavy air. Some even claimed that
we jibed to reach into the mark. We started
an Australian wouldn't flip unless the wind
were 50 yards short of having bUoy room
pinching up andgot headed again. We
.on 33 boats. The waterw?s so still we
tacked for the eighth time and were still not
exceeded 70 knots. On his way to the
around G,
could see a perfect.reflection from the
start of Race 3, Ridgeway flipped in a
. After two more tacks we were safely
sails. Not a ripple to· be seen. But the flag
hefty two-knot breeze. This solved the
mystery of the Australians' high-wind
on shoreshbwed itwas coming. We jibed '
around G and receiving a standing ovation
at the layline and appeared:tpbeclosing
/(om the spectators on the dock. Boat
speed by proving that 35 Australian knots
.- handling at its finest? We werewell-placed
the gap. Before we knew what hit us, We
equals one true knot.
at the finish. The other boats were only 50
were now going to weather; Wehci.d to foot
Dryland proceeded to take the third
yards in front of us. By .the way, that flagon
race. He was obviously in control and only off. Whoops, we couldn't lay it. Wehad to
the beach? It was made of cardboard.
tack. Jib cars hadto be reseLThetack
had to finish in the top ten to clinch his
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